Paper Plate Ladybug Craft

What You Need:

1. Two Paper Plate
2. Red and Black paint
3. One black and one white construction paper
4. Two black chenille stems for the leg and Antenna
5. Two round head fasteners

Body and Wings: one full paper plate paint it black and 2nd paper plate paint it red when the paper plate dries. Red wings paper plate cut in half.

Eyes and Wings: use a water bottle to trace the lid for eyes and spot dots for the wings.

Head: Trace the head using the yogurt container.

Wings and Body: make two-hole punch for round head fasteners and put it together.

Antenna and Leg: use two black chenille stems, one black chenille stem cut in half for Antenna and 2nd black Chenille stem cut in six equal parts for the legs. Glue the legs 3 each on each side of the black paper plate.